are replicated and re-introduced to the mass market with slight variation that produces the illusion of differentiation for the consuming audience. Adorno elucidates this phenomenon most famously in relation to the commonalities and simplicities in chord structure and lyric that he identified in popular music recordings (1990 [1941] ). But, writing in conjunction with Max Horkheimer, Adorno conceptually developed the phenomenon of standardisation to account for the embodied nature of film stardom, thus arriving at what Horkheimer and Adorno call 'pseudo-indviduation' (1947 [1944] ). This is underpinned by the same principle that, as artefacts of popular culture, film stars are presented to audiences in terms of what is individual, unique or different about them, but closer scrutiny reveals standardised commonalities from one example to the next, such as in their collective sporting of fashionable (for the time) hairstyles. Herein lies the link to the aforementioned example from contemporary celebrity culture, in that the persona of the celebrity lends a sense of individuality and differentiation to a standardised and mass produced product: in this case a commercial fragrance.
Illustrative of the extent to which this specific iteration of the pseudoindividuation of a mass market product is a phenomenon of celebrity in the contemporary era is the fact that upon its release, 'Lady Gaga and all their celebrity affiliates whose dramatic rise to global cross-media dominance of the celebrity-scape, under the savvy management of family matriarch Kris Jenner, was enabled by the success of their initial foray into the world of celebrity media, the E! entertainment television channel reality show Keeping Up With The Kardashians (2007-) . From that point on, the Kardashian celebrity brand developed and expanded in ways not just symptomatic, but epitomic of so much of what is typical of celebrity in the contemporary era: it is entrepreneurial (at the time of writing the Kardashian/Jenner brand has a net worth of over $450 million), it is diversified (across the television, fashion, fragrance, beauty and make-up industries, to name only some), it is mediated across platforms on a global scale and with the immediacy made possible by twenty-first century digital technologies (for example, at the time of writing Kim Kardashian alone has over 55 million Twitter followers), and it enables and/or enhances the celebrity status of others who harness its popular cultural cachet in order to bolster their own (such celebrities include but are not limited to Kanye West, a hip hop star in his own right, he has nonetheless harnessed the power of the Kardashian celebrity brand through his relationship with Kim; Lamar Odom -moderately famous in his own right as a basketball star he achieved global celebrity status through his relationship with Khloe Kardashian to the point that he topped the list of Google's most popular search terms for 2015; and Blac Chyna -again, moderately famous as a model she became a global celebrity via her relationship with Rob Kardashian in 2016). One of the clearest manifestations of the consistency of the Kardashian brand can be seen in their persistent alliteration of newly and ever emerging brand outputs using the letter K. Hence, their launch of a fashion line is branded the Kardashian Kollection.
Celebrity scholars Sean Redmond and Su Holmes succinctly describe the phenomenon of celebrity in the current era, in short, as 'the contemporary state of being famous ' (2007, 8) . In this way, they gesture towards the fact that it is not fame itself that is novel in today's celebrity culture, but rather the forms it takes, the ways it which it manifests and circulates, and the manner and extent of its permeation of media content, platforms and landscapes. In his own explanation of the specificities that mark contemporary iterations of celebrity out from longer standing historical understandings of the term and the phenomenon, Graeme Turner, in his now canonical treatise on this topic, summarises the state of celebrity in early twentyfirst century media culture in the following way:
The contemporary celebrity will usually have emerged from the sports or entertainment industries; they will be highly visible through the media; and their private lives will attract greater public interest than their professional lives. Unlike that of, say, public officials, the celebrity's fame does not necessarily depend on the position or achievements that gave them their prominence in the first instance. Rather, once they are established, their fame is likely to have outstripped the claims to prominence developed within that initial location. Indeed, the modern celebrity may claim no special achievements other than the attraction of public attention; think, for instance of the prominence gained for short, intense periods by the contestants on Big Brother or Survivor. As a result, and as the Big Brother example might suggest, most media pundits would argue that celebrities in the twenty first century excite a level of public interest that seems, for one reason or another, disproportionate. (Turner 2004, 4) Turner thus points to the dramatic shift in audience focus to which the contemporary era -enabled by digital culture after the normalisation of Web 2.0 that has produced the skyrocketing levels of accessibility, visibility and speed of circulation to and of celebrity imagery and discourse -has given rise towards the celebrity's private person or authentic self, and away from public sphere activities and accomplishments. He also highlights the importance of newer media forms and genres such as reality television, and the part played by them in producing the multitude of subjectivities that sustain the contemporary celebrity media machine, as well as cognate phenomena such as the fleeting or ephemeral nature of celebrity in the contemporary era, and the intensity and scale of audience engagement with it.
All of these things, among others, will be considered in this chapter that investigates trends, patterns and specificities of celebrity in the contemporary era.
Celebrity is of course not a phenomenon that is new to our cultures and societies, or in fact to our media cultures. But a paradigm shift has occurred whereby we now speak to the existence of our so-called "celebrity culture" as a matter of course. And it is the ubiquity of celebrity culture in the contemporary era that has made this possible. As Turner notes, "the pervasiveness of celebrity across the modern mass media... encourages us to think of it as a new development, rather than simply the extension of a longstanding condition. The exorbitance of celebrity's contemporary cultural visibility is […] unprecedented, and the role that the celebrity plays across many aspects of the cultural field has… expanded and multiplied." (2004, 4) It is thus the cross-media expansion and intensification of latter-day celebrity and celebrity oriented media that Turner points to as a noteworthy development in contemporary popular culture. All the same, there is research-based evidence to suggest that media audiences' appetite for consuming celebrity discourse has indeed increased in the contemporary era. For example, illustrating the millennial uptick in celebrity media discourse, Anita Biressi and Heather Nunn cite Grame Turner, Frances Bonner and P. David Marshall's 1997 study of the turn towards celebrity culture in Australia, highlighting "the increase in celebrity coverage in a sample from print and television news media, popular magazines and daytime chat shows" and pointing to findings from their research study that demonstrate that this sample revealed "between two to three times more coverage of celebrities than 20 years before in all of these media products." (Biressi and Nunn 2007a, 136) Such developments have not been welcomed by self-proclaimed cultural gatekeepers. Contemporary celebrity culture has been viewed by some critics through the lens of 'moral panic' about the media, wherein the sensibilities of dominant culture are seen to be under threat from a malign presence or development in the media, anxieties about which are escalated such that they reach the level of official and public discourse (Watson and Hill 2015, 191 ). An instructive example that illustrates this is the moralistic position adopted by the feature documentary film Starsuckers (dir. Chris Atkins, 2009), which sets about to explore the media's obsession with celebrity in the contemporary era, working from a set of assumptions that present this state of affairs from the outset as inherently socially destructive, culturally denigrating and ideologically insidious.
The film draws on a variety of academic ideas in its attempt to explain and account for some noteworthy phenomena prominent in contemporary celebrity culture, such as child stardom, the celebrity entourage, cultures of fandom in a technologised mediascape, the manufacture and saleability of celebrity gossip, the rise and influence of the public relations industries, and the relationship between celebrity and contemporary consumer culture. And it does so from a range of perspectives taken from schools of thought in fields spanning evolutionary anthropology, child psychology, the psychology of addiction, sociology, journalism studies, political economy and forensic psychiatry. But with its clear agenda to excoriate contemporary celebrity culture it steers quite clear of many media and cultural studies approaches that offer less straightforwardly condemnatory or pejorative readings of the relationship between celebrity and the experience of everyday life in twenty-first century society. Broadly speaking, Teenage Paparazzo is about the nature of celebrity in the contemporary era; but specifically it is about the prominence of paparazzi photojournalism in contemporary celebrity culture, and the allure of this phenomenon both to followers of celebrity news and gossip, and to aspiring paparazzi such as the titular teenage paparazzo: 14-year-old (at the time of filming) Austin Visschedyck. More specifically, the film is about the unlikely friendship that ensues between filmmaker Grenier and Visschedyck after Grenier sets out to investigate how the boy's life as a paparazzo came about, the appeal of such proximity to celebrity, and the nature of intensified celebrity culture in the twentyfirst century.
Grenier is himself a well-known celebrity, best known for being the star (both diegetically and extra-diegetically) of the HBO dramedy series Entourage (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) , which remains one of the richest and most illustrative media fictions of millennial media culture to confront, depict and attempt to deal with some of the features of present day celebrity in a narrative that was directly premised on doing so. Entourage followed the professional rise to prominence and everyday life as a twenty-first century Los Angeles celebrity of Vincent Chase (Grenier), and his cadre of hangers-on, enablers and (in some cases) sycophants -the 'entourage' of the film's title. The phenomenon of the 'entourage' is another noteworthy feature of celebrity in the contemporary era, and has been usefully succinctly described and defined as a "social hierarchy based around your proximity to anyone well known" (Starsuckers, 2009 ) Correspondingly, one of the most interesting things about Entourage was the light it shed (albeit fictionally) on the operations of the celebrity public relations industries via its explorations of figures such as celebrities' agents, managers, publicists and promoters, and the business practices and logics that pertain to the experience of being a celebrity in the twenty-first century.
Joaquín Phoenix is another contemporary celebrity who, in collaboration with fellow celebrity and filmmaker Casey Affleck, has, like Grenier, made use of the media platform of feature documentary in order to attempt to make a self-reflexive intervention into the status quo of his own place within the Hollywood celebrity machine. As he avers at the outset of I'm Still Here (dir. Casey Affleck, 2010) "I don't want to play the character of Joaquín any more." The character he is here referring to was cemented by the persona he had built up over time playing roles defined by their intensity and emotional complexity, most notably his Oscar nominated performance as iconic country singer Johnny Cash in the biopic Walk the Line (dir.
James Mangold, 2005) , and the misconceptions this produced in the celebrity mediascape about his ostensibly authentic self.
In 2008 Phoenix and Affleck colluded to bait the celebrity media machine and its audience in contriving and staging a hoax 'celebrity trainwreck' (Holmes and Negra 2011) centred on Phoenix, his ostensible retirement from acting, his abortive attempt to forge a new career for himself as a recording artist in the hip hop genre, and the apparent unravelling of his mental health and emotional stability, seemingly as a result of the pressures of fame to which he had been subjected as a celebrity in the twenty-first century. Phoenix's biggest success in creating a 'celebrity flashpoint' (Turner, Bonner and Marshall, 2000) from his efforts to publicly deconstruct his own persona during this period came following an appearance on the Late Show with David Letterman in February 2009. In his interview with Letterman, which subsequently went viral online, the star's behaviour, demeanour and appearance were noticeably out of character as he self-presented as eccentric, troubled and misanthropic to the visibly bewildered but nonplussed television chat show host.
Having said this, there had, by this point, already been a great deal of speculation in the celebrity news media and beyond that Phoenix's retirement and bizarre behaviour in public were indeed, as transpired to the the case, a hoax, in service to this public commentary on some of the absurdities and excesses of contemporary celebrity culture, which was subsequently offered up by their completed mockumentary.
There is a wide range of variables and contributing factors that interoperate to produce contemporary media cultures that are overwhelmed by celebrity as a discursive category, as a commercial commodity and as an object of consumption.
And this can be attributed in part to some of the following things: the mass distribution of popular culture, media forms and artefacts to which the online environment of the contemporary era has given rise; twenty-first century technological advances that have changed the nature of visual and print media culture and the speed at which it circulates; the steady increase in the significance and influence of public relations and promotions to the cultural industries; and the widened scope of possibility for the trans-media saturation of celebrity oriented fare that has come about as a result of 'media convergence.' (Jenkins 2001) This, as Marcel Danesi argues, has seen 'the erosion of traditional distinctions among media due to concentration of ownership, globalization, and audience fragmentation; the process by which formerly separate technologies such as television and the telephone are brought together by a common technological base (digitization) or a common industrial strategy. ' (2008, 290) .
Cultural theorist Daniel Boorstin was prescient about the mediation of celebrity in the contemporary era when he theorised what he termed the 'pseudoevent ' (1962) as 'an event planned and staged entirely for the media, which accrues significance through the scale of its media coverage rather than through any more disinterested assessment of its importance.' (Turner 2004, 5) Where the focus of attention in this scenario is the figure of the celebrity, the logical progression is thus, as indicated above, to the 'human pseudo-event,' (Turner, Bonner and Marshall 2000, 3-5) . This kind of event, in line with some of what is described above about the production of I'm Still Here, is similarly 'fabricated for the media and evaluated in terms of the scale and effectiveness of [its] media visibility.' (Turner 2004, 5) More noteworthy instances of this from early twenty-first century celebrity culture include the respectively global media circuses that accompanied, for These are just some of the major claims about celebrity in the contemporary era that have been made by scholars from across a number of disciplines, and by just some of the key contributors to this field of study. There are of course a number of futher key developments in cultures of celebrity that have informed the ever shifting cultural terrain through which contemporary celebrity discourse circulates in the digital and online era, and the necessity of negotiating discourses of authenticity around celebrities and their public identities is one other particularly noteworthy aspect of cultures of celebrity in the contemporary era.
Promises of (mediated, often disingenuously self-presenting as unmediated) access to the ostensibly 'true' selves and identities of celebrities have intensified alongside the early twenty-first century proliferation of the tabloid, reality and scandal forms of media that permeate contemporary popular culture. As well the changing nature of the relationship between celebrities and consumers of popular culture that has been brought about by the global normalisation of online social media and networks. As Biressi and Nunn write, "the discourse of self-disclosure and authenticity enabled by [then] new television formats such as docu-soaps, reality TV and lifestyle programming… allow ordinary people a narrative of selfimprovement and empowerment via personal self-disclosure and revelation of one's authentic self. " (2007a, 138) This concern with authenticity speaks to notion that the celebrity persona is a highly constructed mediation. And thus that it is inauthentic as a presentation of self, as well as increasing audience awareness of this. Hence, as Biressi and Nunn go on to highlight, where there is marked public interest in celebrity individuals with noticeably high levels of constructed artifice and with inauthentic personae, it 'is aroused by the desire to penetrate (through media coverage) that construction and gain access to some essential truth about that celebrity ' (2007a, 138) .
Another structuring discourse of celebrity in the contemporary era is that of democratisation (Andrejevic 2002, 268 ) -the idea that developments in latter day celebrity culture have produced a more level playing field that has increased the numbers of ways and means by which ostensibly ordinary individuals might attain celebrity status, heretofore the preserve of elites of different kinds. Biressi and Nunn refer to this shift as representing a 'kind of democratisation of the public sphere ' (2007a, 138) . We can thus understand this both in terms of the supposedly democratised access to celebrity status that such developments have heralded for aspirant celebrities, as well as in terms of increased agency on the part of media audiences, users and consumers to decide which individuals to single out for the kind of special attention germane to celebrity status, and to effect their elevation to celebrity, whether in cahoots with the cultural industries and their economic interests, or independently of them. As Biressi and Nunn explain further: 'Some critics argue that the new electronic media have enhanced both the individual's and the audience's ability to decide who should become a celebrity. Reality television programmes such as Big Brother and The X-Factor enable the public's direct vote for their winning aspirant celebrity. ' (2007a, 138) Arguably no media flashpoint did more to initiate a cultural shift toward the above mentioned 'tabloid culture' (Glynn 2000; Biressi and Nunn 2007 ) that has come to modally dominate the mediation of early twenty-first century celebrity than did the widespread and interminable mediation of the arrest, prosecution and trial of former American football star and film and television personality OJ Simpson in the mid-1990s (Glynn 2000; 2007) . This became what cultural theorist Douglas Kellner termed a 'mega-spectacle ' (2003) and signalled an important shift in media culture towards vis-a-vis the discursive prominence of celebrity and concomitantly the modal dominace of tabloid. According to Kellner the media circus and celebrity flashpoint that was the OJ Simpson trial heralded a transformation in media cultures of current affairs reportage in that it prompted a shift from 'news' to 'infotainment' (2003, 96) as it was broadcast live and daily on television platforms such as CNN, which was and is ostensibly a news channel, and E! which was and is ostensibly an entertainment channel (Barron 2015, 166) The rise to prominence of reality television as a normalised and abundantly produced form of media has, over time, revealed itself to have been a highly significant development in enabling particular formations of contemporary celebrity to flourish in the contemporary media environment. On the one hand, it has provided innumerable avenues of possibility for aspirant celebrities from amongst the rank and file of so-called 'ordinary' people, for who fame is no longer something out of reach reserved only for the extraordinary, the exceptional, the privileged, the uniquely talented or the singularly lucky, but rather appears attainable and realisable as a life goal, achievable by potentially anyone. While on the other it has provided equally numerous opportunities for pre-existing celebrities to adapt to the changing requirements of celebrity culture by providing increased access to their ostensibly 'authentic' selves via reality television formats, capitalising on new forms of celebrity currency to enhance their media visibility, and often reviving moribund careers by using the intimacy of reality formats to make the judicious transition from distant star to accessible celebrity that the contemporary era requires of those who would ensure that their public profiles experience longevity and operate with a wide reach in twenty-first century media culture. With regard to the former, the early years of the kinds of docu-dramas/soaps that would quickly evolve into what we now call reality television, produced (relatively fleeting) celebrity status for heretofore 'ordinary' members of the public like driving student Maureen Rees who In some ways the film echoes wider society and culture in falling back on familiar discourses that view fan/follower fascination with contemporary celebrity pejoratively, particularly via the character of Nicki (Emma Watson) who is constructed and depicted as a classic narcissist, in line with celebrity theorist Chris Rojek's claims that the inflation of celebrity has produced a spike in media users who display the symptoms of narcissitic personality disorder, who hero worship celebrities and their lifestyles, and who stalk celebrities (2012, (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) , all three of which are applicable to Nicki as she has been rendered in Coppola's film adaptation of these events. Nicki is thus unsurprisingly shown to take every opportunity that the case presents her with to attain celebrity status for herself, going so far as to express delusional misconceptions about the nature and level of her celebrity status in the aftermath of the group's apprehension by the LAPD that place her as a celebrity humanitarian alongside the likes of Angelina Jolie. Significantly Jolie is offered up by Nicki's mother as a role model figure on these grounds, despite the fact that Nicki is unable to see the worth of Jolie's celebrity beyond her "hot bod".
The film as a whole, along with the Vanity Fair article that inspired it, is thus premised on the notion that the digital age fosters a relationship between millennial media users and celebrity culture and lifestyles that can and does produce obsessive, anti-social and even in this case criminal behaviour. Another phenomenon germane to celebrity in the contemporary era is the arguably niche form of fame termed by Terri Senft as 'micro-celebrity ' (2008, 25; see also Marwick 2016 for a discussion of how this kind of celebrity operates in social media spheres), most often seen in instances whereby individuals develop celebrity status in specific online spheres and with correspondingly niche but dedicated followings. As Senft writes, 'While the Web can be used as a platform for traditional celebrity… it cannot create old-fashioned stars of its own. Instead, the web provides the conditions for what I call "micro-celebrity" (Senft 2008, 25) The noteworthy features of celebrity in the contemporary era are too numerous and too far reaching to be fully accounted for in a chapter of this length.
And there remains much to say and think about that it is beyond the scope of this chapter to to be able to address. For example, the increased visibility and cultural prominence in contemporary media culture of older celebrities (see Jermyn 2012), of 'celesbians' (see Heller 2014; Cobb 2015) , 'gal pals' (see McBean), and transgender/non-cis gender celebrities (see Brady 2016) , and of celebrity feminism/feminist celebrities (see Hamad and Taylor 2015; Taylor 2017) . Celebrity may be far from a new phenomenon in and of itself, but as I hope to have demonstrated in this chapter, there are many new and recent celebrity phenomena investigation of which sheds light on much that is noteworthy about contemporary culture and the media in the twenty-first century.
